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LEARNED BLACKSMITHS SPLIT
IN I st PRACTICE DEBATE
The APS Learned Blacksmiths
were hosts to the varsity debating
team of West Boylston High on
Wednesday afternoon, November
2nd, in their first practice debate
of the year.
Each team won half a round as
they debated on this year's National Forensic League (AFL)
chosen topic Resolved: That
the United Nation's Should Be Significantly Strengthened.
The Blacksmith affirmative team,
comprisin g Leon Frigon '61 and
Lee Morin '61, debated against
West Boylston's negative team,

Mr. Anthony Matera and
Dorothy Berry.

Miss

., Frigon - 1st Affirmative
Frigon started off by first defining the terms and then proceeding
On October 4, 1960, class electo show that there is a definite tions were held here at the Prep.
need for a rapid, substantial boost
Only the seniors, juniors, and
in power to the U .N. He argued
sophomores
voted for their offithat in a world beset by many
problems, such as the increasingly
threatening power of Communist
Russia and the growing tendency
to settle disputes by forceful,
rather than arbitrary, means, the
Turn to DEBATE, page 5

HALLOWEE

a C at the Prep, you will most
likely be getting a C in college.
Many students who are getting A's
in a pu·blic high school will fin,d
that they can get not better than
a C in college.
There are seven more marking
periods to go. The upperclassmen
who failed science and the 47 underclassmen who failed either Latin or religion have plenty of time
to improve as they become accustomed to the subjects.
Turn to HONOR ROLL, page 5

PARTY ACHH:VES SUCCESS

This year, as in years before,
the CYC has sponsored another
successful Halloween Party produced by ARTS and members of
the Student Body.
A special feature of this year's
party was the use of silhouette
pantomime which enhanced two of
A.R.T.S.'s plays.
"The Yellow Hand," w h i c h
starred Thomas Ezzy as author
and narrator, and George McHale
as leading man, was inspired by
a tale of the Maine back-woods
whose plot was perfect for a Halloween play.
After the frightening climax of

the "Yellow Hand," the tension
was relieved by a few selections
played by the Spades, Assumption's rock 'n roll all-stars.
After an unplanned encore by
the Spades, the spirit of Halloween slowly crept back to the audience through one of Poe's masterpieces of mystery, "The Premature Burial," which starred Patrick Dolan as narrator and Richard Ferland as leading actor.
When the final applause for
"The Premature Burial" subsided,
the crowd cheered in anticipation
of an old favorite, Mondor the
Magician, who usually haunts our

Senior class officers: Cl. to r.)

Halloween Parties. Mondor still
am,,zeB the Stud.mt "Doq· wifh r :,:
feats of prestidigitation.
While t he audience was still in
the gay mood inspired by Mondor's feats, another feature of
gaiety was introduced in the form
of Rory Killilea, who nanated two
of Bob Newhart's hilarious routines. These comical monologues
brought peals of laughter from
the audience as Rory calmly described a driving instructor's trouble with a lady driver and Khrushchev's visit to the U.S.
Again the pace ,was changed as
another of Poe's mysteries, "The
Tell Tale Heart" was pantomimed
by the members of A.R.T.S. In

BOUCHER N AMED
TO DEVELOPMENT
POSITION
Mr. Louis A. Boucher is making
history. He is the first man ever
to hold the position of Director of
Development here at the Prep.
Mr. Boucher, acting in the capacity of a public relations man, has
the Tesponsibility of seeing that
Assumption Prep keeps up with
other New England Prep schools
as r egards enrollment, extra-curriculars, and public recognition.
He also helps to anticipate future
needs of the School and to find
ways of fulfilling these needs.
Our new Development Director
began organizing his office, the
one next to Father Philip's, on
September 1.
Mr. Boucher was born here in
Worcester August 2, 1926. He attended Assumption Prep and W orcester Junior College and began
his career by helping his father to
manage his dairy business.
He was Executive Secretary of
the Worcester County Home-Builders Association and, just prior to
his arrival at the Prep, sold radio

Mr. Louis A. Boucher, New Development Head.

time for WTAG.
Mr. Boucher is presently living
on Lake Avenue with his wife and
five childr en.
The HERITAGE, on behalf of the
entire student body and t he faculty, wishes Mr. Boucher good luck
and a successful career here at
the Prep.
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BONNEAU, ROWSEY, POPOLI ELECTED
TO CLASS PRESIDENT POSIT.IONS

MARX ! ?!
The first of eight marking periods at APS ended on Friday, September 21. Ten percent of the students made the honor r oll. Only
one student made the first honor
roll. (Snoopy has quite a small
head this month.)
A total of 35 sfudents were on
the honor roll: 8 seniors, 7 juniors,
8 sophomores, and 12 freshmen .
Of all the classes, the seniors had
the best .a ll-around marks.
Maiks at Assumption indicate
fairly accurately the marks which
you will get in college. If you get

G. K. CHESTERTON

·Powers Proud Papa
The HERITAGE extends its congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. P.owers on the birth of
their daughter, Therese Marie.
Seven pound, two ounce Therese
arrived at 12:17 p.m., Monday,
September 26, in St. Vincent Hospital.

cers. The freshmen will be ·able to for leading their class.
Seniors
vote next year when they know
The
seniors
elected their officers
each other better and can more
a s follows : Rene Bonneau as
easily choose the qualified student president, John Galligan as vicepresident, an d Charles l\lalkemus
a s secretary-treasurer.
Juniors
The juniors, becau □e of a tied
Yote, recast their ballot.; on three
subsequent days and chose as
their officers: Edwa1d Rowsey as
president, Bertrand Lanciault as
rice-president, and Rich~rd Bernard as secretary-treasurer.
Sophomores
Stephan Popoli was elected by
the sophomores as class resident.
Along with him were Edward Tivnan as vice-president and Walter
Avis a s secreta1·y-treasurer.
Democratic Procedure
The election was held in a very
democratic manner. The nominatio,1s of the five nominees per
class were made a few days before
Wore. Tel. & Ga: .
the elections. · The few days' time
Galligan, Malkemus, Bonneau.
of grace in between the nominations and the final election was
this, Doug-la, Sutherland portrayed used for can,paigning and think·i fl:. e- pa.\"t 1~ C::t{~in_;; ~<tt'),·, ~no i ·o
.....f
t}
-pl~-:.J.· 1"' Fi 1:tl'", o Re~e Bonneau gave a perfect nar-1 Tuesda moruing a ;;pecial elecrat10n.
tion assembly was held.
.Afterwards, the evening was
Before foe ballots were cast,
completed when doughnuts and the campaign speakers talked to
cider were passed out to the stu- t he Student Body. The speeches
dent body.
wer e made by either the nominees
The Heritage, speaking in the t hemselves or their campaign
name of the student body, would managers. The whole afiair was a
like to congratulate everyone who ,ucces,, ~n<l atter the nominees'
made the Halloween party a sue- speeches we1e heard, each class
cess: our M.C.'s, Gary Lynch and coose its officer by placing its
Leon Frigon, the prop men, stage votes in the appropriate ballot
hands, and especially Miss Hallow: boxes.
een who, I am sure, touched the
Three houl's later at dinner, the
heart of everyone in the audience. 1
Turn to ELECTIONS, page S

AU REVOIR AU FRERE GAETAN
A neuf heures du matin, le 31
aout de cette annee, le Frere
Maire-Gaetan Fournier, a.a., a
quitte notre ecole pour SaintMichel, noviciat assomptioniste, a
Saugerties, N. Y.
Depuis son arrive; ici de Quebec il y a trois ans, ce jeune frere
de 24 ans a fait a peu pres de
tout. Des qu'il est arrive, on l'a
charge <le la buanderie et il a
partage avec le Frere Paul-Maurice Gosselin le travail de coiffeur.
Apres le depart du Frere Vianney Tremblay, a.a., en septembl'e ·
1959, le Frere Gaetan devint responsable de la chapelle et de la
sacristie des religieux.
Cinq mois plus ta1 d, lorsque le
GEC '34
Frere Robert-Franc;ois Beaulac,
Fr. Gaetan
a.a., nous eut quitte, le Frere Gaetan fut mis en charge de l'entre- cette annee \lpres u .e l'etraite de
tien de l'interieur de l'ecole. Il sbc jours :faite chez Jes Trappistes
avait done a la fois et la sacristie a Spencer.
et la buanderie et le salon de coifNotre Canadien a fait la plupart
fure et l'entretien. 11 s'occupait de ses connaissances le; mercredi
aussi des ceremonies religieux.
et samedi apres-midi. Ces apresA Saugerties le Frere Gaetan se midi-la avait toujours des eleves
retablit et il aide a enseigner le qui travaillaient pour l ui a l'entrechant aux novices. 11 y s'occupe tien du Prep.
des ceremonies religieuses.
A Saugerties, au bonl du HudLe Frere Gaetan a fai t sa pro- son, le Frere Gaetan ne :c;'inqiete
fession perpetuelle le 14 mai de plus de sa pochee de clefs.

•
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THE 1960 ELECTION
The previous presidential election campaign
proved to be one of the closest and most exciting
of the century. Both candidates, Richard M.
Nixon and John F. Kennedy, are examples of the
new n ational trend toward the preference of
youth and vigor to age and experience in government; both had distinguished records of service
in Congress.
i , ! iI
For the first time since the famous LincolnDouglas Debates in 1860, two presidential candidates met publicly face-to-face to debate and explain their stands on various national issues.
The unpredictability of the outcome of this
election ·w as manifested in the fact that although
a mid-July Gallup Poll showed Nixon having a
slight edge over .Kennedy, a later poll conducted
by Stuart Alsop showed Kennedy to be slightly
ahead.

November, 1960

week during the four-to-five o'clock period. Although it would probably abolish the intramural
sports, it is quite evident that a program of this
nature would do much more good for many more
people.
I think that this (among other things, of
course) is just what this school needs to inject
some life into its tired blood. However, to get it,
the student body must want it; and the only way
that anyone will know that the student · body
wants it is through the Student Council.
. Up to now, this organization has been little
more than an ornamental figure-head; let's utilize it. If you have a plan that you consider worth
fighting for, find out who your representatives
are and push them until you get what you want.
Only then will you really be alive!
Thomas Ezzy

BY THE PEOPLE?

STATE OF TH.E SCHO·OL
by the Dean of Students
Students go a long way toward maturity
when they substitute inner-discipline for outer.
It is not necessary to think of self-discipline
as something like self-punishment. We see selfdiscipline in the student who ceases his activity
at the sound of the bell, in the student who continues working during a momentary absence of
the study hall monitor.
The person who gives in to the enjoyment he
finds in disturbing a class or annoying a teacher
will find opportunities of advancement eluding
him. He may be endowed with a strong intelligence or athletic ability, capable of great things
in the eyes of his classmates, but he is like Napoleon, of whom Sir Walter Scott said: "the
wonderful being who could have governed the
world, but could not rule his own restless mind."
But what about our liberty in which we take
so much pride? Discipline is not antagoni,stic to
liberty. Self-discipline means that we do not act
according to our likes and dislikes, but according
to principles of right and wrong. It gives you
freedom within the law; responsible freedom to
move within an orbit as wide as, but no wider
than, what is in harmony with preservation of
the overall order on which effective running of
APS depends.
Hence arises the virtue in moderation, the
avoiding of extremes, the putting of all things in
their proper place. Ambitious young students will
show themselves worthy of the advantages they
enjoy at APS by the moderation with which they
use them.

Observations of the many and varied ads urging people to get out and vote on Election Day
For the first time in many an election year, have always seemed to me humorously yet grimly
-people were hesitating in picking the winner; ironic; despite all the "public service" announceeven the experts were flipping coins.
ments protesting how vital it is for each one of
us Americans to vote in the presidential elections, one fact remafos unchanged - that actuTIRED BLO OD?
ally not one o~ most of those millions of votes
cast by those millions of well-meaning citizens
There has recently been quite a bit of worry can directly help a candidate become president.
about the apathetic, listless attitude of the stuThe Electoral College is a group of represendent body, which, it seems, is gradually spread- tatives from each state, elected by either the leging. As only the full development of the four islature or the people thereof and whose number
main phases of life ( cultural, religious, physical, corresponds to the number of seats that that
and social) can make one truly happy and en- state holds in Congress. On Election Night, these
thusiastic, the cause of this threatening bad spirit individuals respectfully wait while all the popapparently must stem from some underdevelop- ular votes from each state are painstakingly
ment in these areas.·
counted; then they proceed to elect the next
As for the development of the cultur al and President ._ any ~ay they plea~e ! You see, all of
The most practical suggestion for reform is,
r eligious aspects, there can be certainly no doubt these electors (with the excepti~n of_ those from
of course, that the electoral votes of a state be
that the administration is doing all it can do to Ma~s~husetts, Oregon, _and Cahforma). are n~t
counted automatically for whichever candidate
f tl1 r them _ the ultimate :realization of this obliged by law to vote m accordance with their
the majority of the state favors. This would conur 1 : e d largely upon the individual anyway. states' popular choices; only the "custom" that
sequently abolish the whole Eletcoral System and
goa ep n s
electors usually vote in accordance with the popthus eliminate all the red tape of electing the
However, on inspecting for example, opportu- ular choices, plus the fear of dying an early
President.
nities for physical development, one begins to political death, regulate in any way their voting.
To bring this about, however, the United
wonder.
·
You can, of course, easily see the dangers in
States Constitution itself must be changed. It
such a system. In an extremely vital election,
will take an awful lot of letters to an awful lot
What chances h ave the student body for phy- for example, an elector could, with impunity, go
of congressmen to even start the ball rolling.
sical exercise? Th e facilities for it are, u nd oubt- against his state's choice and thus swing a vote
What are you going to do about it?
edly, quite fine; but how does th e average st u- for a candidate that the people don't want.
Thom,as E zzy
dent, loa ded down with his studies and several - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- extra-curricular activities, find time to use them?
1

LETTERS to the EDITOR

There is but one answer - he doesn't! Apart
from a sparsely-scattered few intramural games, To THE EDITOR:
A senior at AP,S, I believe that our class
h e remains virtually inactive physically for nine
should be entitled to more "privileges." We have
months.
' I '
made the transition from boys to men. Should
The best, the only solution for this pr oblem we not be treated as such'?
We need an extra half hour at night which
is the establishment of compulsory (to get the
slackers on their f eet) physical education classes, allows us time to accomplish something of value.
to be held for each class on different days of the Are we that distant from college where we will
not always have the time to allot for eight hours
sleep? We need more dances. Being teenagers,
we are inclined toward social activity. Would a
few more dances necessarily be detrimental?
Published six times yearly by the students of Assumption Prel?aratory
The senior class hopes that these matters and
School, Worceste r 6, Mass. Student subscription included in Activity Fee.
Previously published as Vermesynel (39-40). The Atom (40-43) , !he Echo other ones presented by the CYC will meet with
(43-50) . Printed by Mercantile Printing Co. of Worcester . This mu<>: 500
copies. Volume 22, number I; whole number 118; November 1960.
more than negative replies or passive action by
Faculty Moderator: John J. Conte, B.S., LLB.
the Administration.
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To THE EDITOR:
Here at Assumption the curriculum is, I' am
proud to say, above the average; but is this really
enough? I will be the first to admit that we have
quite a few first-rate courses (mathematics, physics, chemistry, history, English, French, and
Latin); but must we stop there?
The answer to both these question is - No !
In this age of the shrinking world, when people

are separated from each other by only a matter
of hours, what we need is a course in geography.
The ideal course would • be taught on an impromptu basis, going hand in hand with current
affairs. Thus the students taking the course
would have an insight into world affairs and
would be more able to appreciate their causes
and effects.
I believe that Assumption is the only high
school in Worcester offering a course in ancient
Greek. True, ancient Greek might help one to
learn other languages, but could not the time be
put to better use by teaching a more modern language, such as Russian or Chinese? Also true,
with ancient Greek one can read Xenophon and
Herodotus in the original, but with so much new
material being published by the Russians, one
can do fruitful pioneer work by translating this
material into English. As a matter of fact, in
Washington right now, they are clamoring for
people to translate new Russian works.
Although these are just ideas, they do deserve
thought. They would give the school something
new which wou 1.d be of practical service to all
concerned and would keep the school in step with
the future.
ROGER J . MISIEWICZ, '63
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NEW FACES
Eight new faculty members
have come to the Prep this year.
They are:
Rey. Maurice Allaire, A.A., Acting Dean of Studies. A well-known
man at Assumption, Father Maurice has returned after a year of
study.
Mr. Louis A. Boucher, 254 Lake
Ave., Director of Development.
Mr. Boucher is a St. John's Prep
graduate and a student in night
classes at Assumption College.
Mr . Edmond 0. Brunelle, 42
Dana St., Assistant Dean of Students. Mr. Brunel.le is a graduate
of both the Prep and the College.
Rev. George Charland, A.A., an
Assumption C o 11 e g e graduate,
teacher of freshman religion.
Mr. Walter J. Fields, · Bluebell
Rd., a Holy Cross alumnus, teacher of mathem'atics. ·
Rev. Joseph R. Fredette, A.A.,
an Assumption College graduate,
teacher of French and Latin, and
tennis coach.
Mr. Ronald Goba, 13 Greendale
Ave., a graduate of Assuµiption
College, teacher of English and
football coach.
Rev. Paul Goudreau, A.A., an
Assumption C o 11 e g e alumnus,
teacher of sophomore religion.
Mr. Richard V. Olsen, 2 Chalmers St., a. Worcester Polytechnic
Institute and Rutgers Unjversity
graduate, teacher of mathematics.
Rev. Roger Tougas, A.A., alumnus of Assumption College, teacher of history.
Mr. Emile R. Trahan, 130 Uncatena St., graduate of Assumption Prep and Ass~mption College,
teacher of English and tennis
coach.
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KENNEDY TOPSNIXON

Ben-Hur Quotes
~ome 65 APS students were
able to attend the nationallyacclaimed movie, Ben-Hur, at cutrate prices on the afternoon of
September 21.
Among the comments overheard
from the 'boys who went were:
"Whatta show!"
"Didja get a load of that music? Was it great!"
"Wonder what Messala woudda
done if he'd had a TR-3 ! v-v-v-vr-r-r-R-R-O-O-M !"'
Actually, many of tne boys who
attended were inclined to acclaim
it as the best motion pictur~ they
had ever seen.
This had been made possible by
the cooperation of the school authorities with the manager of the
Warner Theatre and the officials
of the Worcester City Bus Co.
The movie lasted for four h ours,
from two to six p.m.

Jaook l\tbitlu

PROFILES IN CO URAGJ~ is ,
book with many plots awl with
Catholic presidents.
but one theme un<lw·lying them Many people hope that this eleccourage. In his ple.at;ant, simple
tion will have eliminated the f ear
style, Senator Kennedy tr;es to ilof the union of church and state.
lustrate w hat true , litical courThe strain on Mr. Kennedy was
age means by gr aphic examples
evident in the last stages of his
of various sen at or ::; tluoug ltcut our
campaign. He looked about 10
history who have cl·ose 1 p1-inciple
years older than he looked last
rather than popula rity; who have
August. When he appeared last
desired to appease their conscience
month on television you could see
rather than their constituents.
the wrinkles very plainly in his
A lot of t hese ·e ~t ors' brave
brow, and you could also see the
acts, such as Edrv1un I · G. Ross'
dark shadows under his eyes. But
brave stand t o save Pre:;ident Annow the battle is completed sucdrew Johnson f1·01~1 im peacl;ment,
cessfully and he must look foror Sam Houston and Tho:rpas
ward to the next battle of leading
Hart Benton's bitter struggles to
his country to peace and proskeep their r especfr1e states of
perity.
'T exas and Missour i 1" 0, ,1 secedin g
As for Mr. Nixon, he, too, has
fr om the r est of t he Unio in
the physical characteristics of
1861, brought about their pem1anstrain and tiredness but to no
ent political downfalls.
avail. I guess he will be interOther brave acts, such as Luc·u n
ested in the "Help Wanted" ads
Lamar's effort s to mitigate t he
in his local newspaper. Maybe Mr. Xmas Card Drive
feelings of bitter enmity of his
The Assumption P rep 1960-'61 native Mississippi toward t:he
Kennedy ,w ill come to his rescue
and give him .a job as a street Christmas Card Drive is now of- North after the Civil War or John
ficially under way. The main goal Quincy Adams' heroic break with
cleaner.
of the Drive is to earn enough the Federalist Purty at the beginMUSIC FESTIVAL
money to finance var ious Prep ning of the nineteenth century at
workshops (typing, dancing, etc.) . the risk of the ruin of his prosPeter Shaughnessy, our enthu- BEGINS 2 n d CE N TURY The required sum for t his year is
pective Senate career, were dessiastic workshop director at APS; OF SUCCESS
$4,ooo.
tined to be lauded and re;war ded
has an important message for all
The oldest week-long music fesThe student who sells the most in the authors' own lifetimes.
of us. Pete tells us that his sales- tival in the United States success- boxes will be rewarded with a
But all of these decisions, whatroom on the second floor near the fully commenced its second cen- choice of either a tape recorder or eve1· outcome they may have had
elevator is open to all those inter- tury of fine musical performances a typewriter. Also, every student afterward, were performed :in t h
ested in buyin g anything and ev- in the Worcester Memorial Audi- who sells over thirteen boxes will face of great opposition and can
erything from bobby-pins to Hi- torium on Monday, October 19.
be eligible to d:raw for various stand as beacons to present-day
fi's.
This year, the annual Worcester prizes.
America, pointing out to her citiMusic Festival featured eight inIn addition to this, every Btu- zens the only means to maintain
You want it? He has it!
All proceeds further the work- ternationally-fa m o us musicians, dent in the class that sells t 1e Jier status as a great power in
shop cause, so let's all patronize from a talented American soprano most boxes who h as sold his quota th.is troubled . world . . . the indito an excellent French composer ( thir teen boxes) will receive free vidual, per sonal courage and valor
Pete's Gift Shop.
and conductor.
a ticket to a college basketball that only firm convictions and selfOn Monday evening, the Music game to be played in Worceste1·. reliance can give.
The cards this year are relativeFestival presented Glen Gould, a
Thomas Ezzy
ly inexpeRsive. he- new· onef) ,
young- but ta:lent«d pianist.
During a recent interview, our headmaster, Fr. Oliver N e gr o spirituals highlighted
$1.25 a box, ,w hile those left over SCHOOL STATISTICS
Blanchette A.A., commented on the qualities of a good stu- Tuesday's performance, given by from
last year are $. 75.
According to the latest figures ,
dent and express·ed his hopes for this year's Freshman Class. Richard Tucker, a tenor for the
there are 352 students attending
"A good student," Fr. Oliver
'
Metropolitan Opera Association of
the Prep this year.
said, "ought to cultivate three at- God, the Lord of the sciences.
New York.
Of · the four classes here at t he
"The student should also have _ On Thursday evening three proThe beginning of this year's
titudes: a sense of wonder, a sense
of humility, and a . sense of re- a sense of responsibility to learn fi~ient . artists were scheduled to yearbook fund-raising campaign Prep, the freshmen are by far the
most numerous, having a total of
as much as he can as well as he perform: Isaac Stern, a violinist; promises great success.
sponsibility.
129
students.
can.
He
shouldn't
go
about
this
in
Under
the
supervision
of
Mr.
"The good student should have
Margaret Kalil, a soprano; and
The seniors and juniors each
this sense of wonder before the an egotistical manner. He should Edmond Karlsrud, a bass-baritone. Donald LaPointe, finance director
marvels ,of God's creation con- realize that this knowledge is not They presented Vaughan Williams' for the MEMINI, the fund-raising have a total of 76 students, and
stantly opening up to his broaden- only for himself but that, by "A Sea Symphony" and Brahms' committee has high hopes for this the sophomores are fewest in
knowing God and His creation bet- Concerto in D Major.
year's drive. The organization will number with 71 students.
ing gaze.
The resident sjudents constitute
"He ought to have this sense of ter, he may be better prepared to
Friday's program starred Ro- center around Mr. LaPointe and
about
two-thirds of the total enwork
in
the
service
of
man
for
work
down
the
line.
Lee
Morin
is
humility so that he ;won't abuse
berta Peters, a soprano of the
his knowledge or become so proud the glory of God.
Metropolitan Opera Association. the business manager and has un- rollment. They number 212 students, of which 70 are freshmen,
"As for this year's Freshman Her most brilliant number was der him six team captains.
that he thinks he knows everyThe team captains, comprising 40 are sophomores, 53 a re juniors
thing there is. to know. As he Class," says Father, "they arrive "Un voce poco fa," from Rossini's
of Leon Frigon, Charles· Malke- and 49 are seniors (including 8
learns more and more, the student in an election year and an election T,he Barber of Seville.
mus,
Robert Kenney, Paul Con- post-graduates).
should realize .how mucl:i more se.a son, at the time of an extraThe concluding concert on Sat140 day students form the other
there is yet to learn. As St. Paul ordinary United Nations meeting. urday night featured Gina B.ach- nors, Kevin Nordber g, and Hulber t
Kenney, have each from 12 to 14 third of the student body. Of
said, 'Knowledge puffs up,' • and They start their high school career auer, a pianist.
the student should have this at a crucial moment of great agiPrior to Saturday night's per- students under their command. these, 59 are freshmen, 31 are
sense of humility to protect him tation and no little confusion, at formance, a concert for young The job of these captains is to sophomores, 23 are juniors .and 27
against the constant danger of in- a moment ;when the welfare of people, conducted by Valter Poole, contact the members of their are seniors.
tellectual pride. Briefly, the more America and the whole world is was held at 11 a.m. starring team, who are to solicit at least
he knows, the more he should real- being debated and decided.
Michael Vitale, a young violinist $20.00 from yeal'book patrons and FRENCH CLUB
ize and accept his dependence on
"In such a world and Space of 18. Mr. Vitale had made his at least $25.00 from yea:i;book adCette annee, le Pere Yvon avec
Age, where there is so much to pu blic debut a year ago with the vertisers.
un petit groupe d'etudiants a orlearn, our freshmen must not lose Worcester Orchestra in the first
A reward is being offered to in- ganise le cercle franc;ais, club des
heart or become discouraged. But of a series of free , concerts called crease enthusiasm among the Sen- plus anciens a l'Assomption. Il y a
they must do their best day by "Concerts-in-the-Round."
iors. The team with the highest cependant du neuf: une salle plus
day and more deeply with the
The Detroit Symphony Orches- total contribution will receive <'l spacieuse favoris.ant une plus
years to assimilate and synthesize tra, conducted by Paul Paray, was "nite out" - on the ·house. This - grande liberte de mouvement et
their knowledge so that after their featured at each concert, along whether it be a night of bowling d'initiative.
college years they may have a with the Worcester Music Festival or a trip to Boston to see some
Deja le P. Yvon projette une
<truly Christian view of their Chorus, consisting of 217 mem- professional team or some similar soiree avec les demoiselles des
world.
bers. The orchestra played a va- program - will be according to cercles franc;ais de la ville. Et
"While t hey are in high school riety of symphonies and other se- the choice of the winnin g team.
comme il dispose d'un peu plus
it is very important that they ac- lections by composers ranging
d'argent cette annee, il a aussi
cumulate as many facts and as from Bach to Tchaikovski.
!'intention de passer quelques films
RETREAT
much background as possible for
franc;ais.
Anthony St.Germain
later use.
This year's annual ' Closed ReLes membres du cercle partici"While in high school, they science."
treat was held over a period of pent aux reunions ou le franc;ais
should also learn to use skillfully
With this knowledge and these t hree days, from . September 19th est, 'bien sur, obligat oire, en disthe tools of knowledge. They tools, this year's Freshman Class to the 21st. The retreat-master cutant les problemes nationales ou
should master the art of speakin g should be ready to face the chal- was the Rev. William Donoghy, meme internationales, en faisant
and writing correctly as ,well as lenge of the Space Age and pre- S.J., a former p resident of Holy de courtes lectures tirees des rethe capacity for thinking clearly pared to serve their neighbor and Cross College and presently a reg- vues franc;aises. Le passe-temps
in t he field of mathematics and love their God.
ular retreat-master.
Tum to FRENCH CLUB, page 5
The 1960 presidential election
has come to a close, and the victor - as we all comprehend - is
John F. Kennedy. Ras Mr. Kennedy the ability to carry the burden
of President of the United States?
Has he the courage to encounter
national and world problems headon? He is quite young and lacks
an adequate supply of experience.
O:rily time can a:nswer this question; so the country must be patient and wait for the outcome.
Kennedy's victory shows that
the nation has many individualists
who voted for the man they
thought more capable for the job.
Most of these people did not take
into consideration whether the
candidate was Protestant or not.
The majority did think that Mr.
Kennedy would be defeated because he was Catholic, but this
situation did but little interfere
M'i.th the outcome of the election.
The victory of Kennedy will undoubtedly open the door for more

Gift Shop

FATHER OL·IVER SPEAKS

MEMINI DRIVE
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HERITAGE

57th YEAR BRINGS 352 STUDENTS
TO ASSUMPTION PREP'S PORTALS
CONNECTICUT
5-Richard T. Cooney, Naugatuck
4-Jean 0. Chicoine, Putnam
4--Ulysse J. Cormier, Bristol
4--Leon A. Frigon, Waterbury
4-John H. Galligan, Woodmont
4--Roger E. LaStoria, Torrington
4-John J . Paulhus, Putnam
4--Anthony A. St.Germain Hartford
4--Stanloy W. Stadnicki , Jewett City
3-Roland A. Carignan, West Hartford
3-Philip Cormier, Hartford
3-Paul A. Couture, Moosup
3-Andre P. Gosselin, Hartford
3-Ronald M. Joanis, Hartford
3-Victor J . Mulaire, Stamford
3-John F. Offredi, Gilford
3-David Y. Root, W est Hartford
2-Peter D. Boulais, Danielson
2-Brian Cassidy, Woodbury
2-Jamas F. Galligan, Woodmont
2-Joseph L. Gilbert, Jewett City
2-Andro L. Ouellet, Hartford
2-Robert Richard, Putnam
2-Dcnnis A. Savoie, Moosup
2-Dona ld W. Smith ijloomingfield
2-Richard A. Stadnnicki , Jewett City
2-Peter J. Vileisis, Woodbury
I-Charles J . Neenan , Westport
I-James A. Dougherty, Plainfield
I-Andre J. L'Heureux, Meriden
I-Robert 8. MacDo nald , Hamden
I-Michael E. Merci ar, Canterbury
I-Donald K. Abbot, Bridgeport
I-Arthur E. Barry, Moosup
!-Ronald A. Dube, Glastonbury
I-Philippe R. ·Gosselin, West Hartford
I-Ronald M. Goyette, Moosup
I-Paul E. Richards, Baltic

FLORIDA
2-Gary Gelinas, Pass-a-Grille
I-John F. Woods, Ft. Lauderdale

MAINE
4-Jean J. Bousquet, Old Orchard
4--Phillip J. Duma is, Madawaska
4--Thomas G. Ezzy, Madawaska
4--Roger P. Roy, Fort Kent
4--Leonard A. Sevigney, Wells
4--Pierre G. Toussant, Fort Kent
3-Richard J . Berna rd, Rumford
3-Gregoire R. Chabot , Waterville
3-Ronald A. Daigle, Forf Kent
3-Wayne M . Landry, Rumford
)-Joseph R. LaPoint e, Van Buren
3-Phillip L. Raymond, Frenchville
2-Kerry J . Pinette, Jack man Station
I-Georges J . Bourrcr, Rumford
I-Paul F. Clement, Lewiston
I-Albert A. Devost, Rumford
I-Paul N LeM aitre, Le wiston
I-Arnold ·F. Ruy, Upper Frenchville

NEW HAMPSHIRE
4-Roland A . Larocho, Benin
4-Marc J . Richard, Dover
J-Donald Boulanger, Berlin
l-Charles Bureau , Mancnester
1-Richard Charpentier, Nashua
3-David LaRose, Nashua
J-Robert LaRose, Nashua
J-Kenneth Moynihan, Belmont
1-Paul Faford, Jaffrey
2-Goorge Hebert, Manchester
,-J...,n G. Janelle, Nashua
2-Rob ert Moynihan, Belmont
I-Paul E. Deschene;, Dover
I-Armand A. Vallee, Dover

NEW JERSEY
4--Peter F. Herbert, Paramus
I-Robert W . Kirvin, Montclair

NEW YORK
5-Peter B. Burgess, Gouvernuer
5-Hubert G . Kenney, Long Island
3-Edward J. Lynch, Gloversville
3-Edward D. Rowsey, hinebeck
2-George J. Leonard, Uniondale
2-Richard W. Santasiere, •Glen Falls
I-Rory M. Killilea, Larchmont
1-Rkhard J. Lukes, Brooklyn

I-Alfred R. McGee, New York City
I-Rudolph A. Rodriguez, New York City

MASSACHUSETTS
5-Joseph W . Benedict, West Boylston
!>-Richard M. Hart, Winchester
!>-Peter R. Sullivan, Winchester
~ohn H. Barringer, Marlboro
4-Donald T. Bettez, Gardner
4-Richard L. Bolduc, Southbridge
4--Rene H. Bonneau, West Springfield
4--Norman R. Bourque, Southbridge
4-Alfred L. Boutiette, Farnumsville
4-Thomas G . Carey, Shrewsbury
4-Ernest N. Charland, Chicopee
4-Paul 8. Daignault, Ware
4-Leslie B. DiCicco, West Boylston
4-Francis G . Dionne, Gardner
4-Ronald J. Ferris, Fall River
4-John A. Grenier. Spencer
4-Gerard P. Guertin, Shrewsbury
4-Robert J . Kenney , Holden
4-Gerard E. La Fleche, Southbridge
4-Charles M. Malkemus, Uxbridge
4-James F. Monahan, Fitchburg
4-Pau/ F. Murphy , Gardner
4-Kevin M. Nordberg, Holden
4-Robert D. Plasse, Chicopee Falls
4-Andrew D. Popoli, Leominster
4-David R. Proulx, Amesbury
4-Roger G . St. Cyr, Sturbridge
4-Peter R. Shaughnessy, Northampton
4-Douglas F. Suth rland, Northampton
4-Normand A. Tremblay, Springfield
4-Frank A . Va/as , Oxford
3-Richard W. Assel in, Chicopee
3-William 8. Aubuchon, Fitchburg
3-John F. Beale, Milton
3-William L. Beando , Spencer
3-Maurice J . Boisvert, Lowell
3-Robert R. Bousquet, Three Rivers
3-David G . Bouvier, Lowell
3-William S. Carey , Shrewsbury
3-Gerard C . Charest, Acushnet
1-Gerard R. Deschenes, North Attleboro
3-Patrick J. Dolan , Shrewsbury
3-Claude N, Frechette, Springfield
3-David 8. Kettell, Holyoke
3-George F. King, Winchester
3-Gary P. Mater, Leominster
1-Douglas A . Matthews, Fall River
3-Michael P. Manseau, Holyoke
3-Bruce J . Molleur, Wilkinsonville
1-Gerard L. Morais, Lowell
3-Kenneth C. Paharik, Holden
3-Robert D. Pellerin, New Bedford
3-G erard F. Plasse . Marlboro
3-Thomas E. Popoli, Leominster
]-William T. Powell, Shrewsbury
3-George W. St . Georges,
South Ha dl e y Falls
3-John E. St. Pierre, Webster
3-Leslie J. Scott, Braintree
3-Donald P. Simard, Salem
3-Kevin W . Sullivan, Webster
3-Normand F. Tremblay, Springfield
2-Paul H. Be aulieu, Fafl River
2-Richard P. Bonnayer Three Rivers
2-William E. Be uhner, Andover
2-Gregory A. Calo , Shrewsbury
2-Denis E. Dargis, Leominster
2-Christian J . Delbert, Waban
2-Thomas J . Donnell y, Wellesley
2-Andre C. Durand, Ware
2-Dona/d J . Fanninq, West Boylston
2-Paul E. Forand, Southbridge
2-Robert C . Goudreau, Fairhaven
2-Beniamin T. Kasper, Millbury
2-Robert Kilcoyne, Clinton
2-Paul M. LaPlante, Springfield
2-Edwa rd J. Laskowski, Webster
2-Philip W. Le Blanc, Lynn
2-Marc A. MacQueen, Northboro
2-James J. McDonald, Clinton
2-Paul J. McNamara, Clinton
2-Donald A. Majercik, Webster
2-Patrick H. Martowski, Ware
2-Paul Miles. Shelbourne Falls
2-Stephen J . Popoli , Leominster
2-Kenneth G. Pensallini , Cordaville
2-Roderick A. St. Pierre, Shrewsbury
1

2-Michael J . Segur, Ware
2-Paul D. Taylor, Auburn
2-Ronald S. Tourigny, Leominster
2-Paul A. Turgeon , Millbury
1-Stanley Andriski, Oakdale
I-Gerard F. Babineau, Fitchburg
I-Stephen M. Bedard, Oakdale
I-Timothy J . Bell, Hull
I-Paul E. Boisvert, Lowell
I-Claude E. Bouvier, Lowell
I-James S. Card , Marion
1-John F. Carey, Shrewsbury
I-Normand E. Chamberland, Southbridge
I-Michael F. Corbosiero, Winchendon
I-Thomas C. Couture, Gilbertville
1-Stephen E. Cragan, Holden
1-Westwell R. Daniels, Webster
I-William H. Dee, Reading
I-William R. Dennis, Three Rivers
I-Alan Despres, Fall River
I-Alan A. Dupont , Auburn
I-Kevin T. Ferguson, Monson
I-Peter A. Fryberg, Rochdale
I-Charles 8. Gareau, Northbridge
I-Roger P. Gaumonp , Webster
I-Richard N. Hebert, Rochdale
I-Thomas M. Hession, Amesbury
I-William J. Hurley, Spencer
I-Peter W. Hurst, Hudson
I-Gerard E. Jalbert, Salem
I-Sharon H. Kelly, Holyoke
I-John P. Kilcoyne, Sterling Junction
I-Philip A. Lane , Marlboro
I-Edmond A. LaPerriere, Millbury
I-Edgar V. Lebeau, Granby
I-Paul H. LePain, Southbridge
I-William F. LeWos , North Grafton
I-Thaddeus Levandowski, Dudley
I-Paul Lother, West Boylston
I-David J. Monahan, Marlboro
I-Peter P. Morini, Clinton
I-James P. Mulkeen, Belmont
I-Joseph M. Navin, Marlboro
I-John P. O 'Leary, Clinton
I-Richard J. Pelletier, N. Wilbraham
I-Edward J . Philbin , Clinton
I-Peter J. Porciello, Clinton
1-James Powers, Clinton
I-Noel H. Rettig, Holden
I-Theodore T. Robo, Auburn
I-John V. Ruda, Dudley
I-Henry A. St . Maurice, Southboro
I-John A. Talbot, Salem
I-Francis 0. Vaudreuil, Leicester
I-Thomas A. Webber, Springfield

PENNSYLVANIA
2-George M. McHale, Pittsburg
I-Timothy E. D'Emilio, Wexford

RHODE ISLAND
!>-Henry P. Crombie, Lincoln
5-Dennis V. Demers, Woonsocket
4-Ronald A. Bosse, Tiverton
4-Paul E. Gendron, Woonsocket
4-Gerard G . Warlop, Woonsocket
3-Roger A. Gelinas, Woonsocket
3-Bernard P. Marcotte, Manville
3-Louis H. Maynard, West Warwick
3-Jay P. Smith, Woonsocket
2-Arthur E. Bouchard, Woonsocket
2-Donald E. Dagesse, Woonsocket
2-Richard A. Ferland, Central Falls
I-Joseph A. Dauray, Woonsocket
I-Richard N. Gendron, Woonsocket
I-Roger H. Lambert, Woonsocket
I-Vincent P. Will iams, Warwick

SOUTH CAROLINA
I-Joseph W . Lemire, Greenfield

VERMONT
4-Roland J. Bergeron, Winooski
2-Robert A. Vondle, South Burlington

3-Gerard H. Wolf
2-Wa/fer J. Avis
2-Roy M. Bourell
2-John E. DiCicco
2-John P. Dunphy
2-David L. Hubbard
2-Robert P. Jacques
2-Edward F. Kit/ridge
2-Dennis R. Laurie
2-Michael P. Manning
2-Paul W. Marchant
2-Roger J . Misiewicz
2-Ronald M. Morin
2-Francis J. Paika
2-Marcel I. Peloquin
2-Joseph P. Potvin
2-Paul B. Robitaille
2-Michael P. Serra
2-Stephen D. Starr
2-John G. Stockdale
2-Charles A. Tamason
2-Edward F. X. Tivnan
2-Paul A. Turgeon
1-John V. Ambrose
1-Michaf!I F. Austin
1-Theodore J . 'Balchunas
1-Wil/iam Barauskas
1-Ronald J. Barry
1-Willlam P. Bedard
1-Thomas R. Bolduc
1-William F. Bowler
1-L/oyd Buckley
1-Richard J. Callahan, Jr .
1-William L. Carrigan
1-David J . Cavan

RILEY, CALLAN TO HEAD LIBRARY
Mis , Alice Riley, Assumption
Prep's ]iead librarian last year,
has returned this year to resume
her post. Father Henry Callan,
A.A., after a librarian's course
tl1is smmner at Columbia Univerity in N Pw York City, has also
returned for another year as asi tant librarian.
They will be aided in their work
J,y a Rt udent staff composed of
l;obel't Moynihan '63, Richard Sul-

livan '62, Paul Daigneault '61, and,
on Saturday afternoons Francis
Foley '60.
'

DEBATING CLUB
The Learned Blacksmiths, who
placed second among the W orcester Diocese debate teams last year,
are eagerly and optimistically
looking forward to the '60-'61 debating season. With the return of
most of the former novice and in-

RENE H. BONNEAU, '61, past physical chairman and
now victorious president of the Student Council and of the
senior class, has been and most certainly is one of the most
active members of the student body.
In past years he has participated in the Mathematics, Dramatic, and Debating Clubs. He
was a leader of the annual Christmas card drive in his sophomore
year, the praiseworthy manager
of the glorious "Mouse for Governor" ca(Ilpaign last year, and coinstigator of Charlie Monk, who
won most of last year's basketball
games.
Because of these other activities, Rene had no time for most
of the workshop activities here at
the Prep, but he did find himself
in dire need of the Stork Club in
his freshman year.
Rene's favorite sports are: football, track and basketball. He has
played all these sports at the Prep
and last year added another accomplishment when he topped 5
feet, 4 inches in the high jump.
Collecting coins and rocks are
Rene's hobbies. Also, since he received a "A" in Stork Club, girls
have also been added to the list.
When Rene graduates from the
Prep, he intepds to follow a mathematical or -law course at either
Holy Cross or Fairfield.
As head of the Student Council,
Rene speaks earnestly to the Student Body:

I, I I I 'I I

Gilbert Morneault '60 (Novice Brother}
JUNIOR
James Duffy
Gerard Bergeron
Roger Corriveau
Pierre Laflamme
Thomas Rickson
SOPHOMORE

Gerald Bergeron
John Boyda
Donald Hebert
Denis Jean
Francis Lacroix
Roland Malboeuf

l1 I II I ii II

I-George Chandley
I-Robert E. Courchesne
I-Paul A. Cravedi
1-Paul C. Daw
I-Paul Donahue
I-Lee R. Donais
I-John C. Dowd
1-Richard A. Formato
I-Francis Golden
I-Michael F. Halloran
I-William J. Hanney
I-Richard W. Hornbaker
I-Robert D. Horton
1-John P. Hurley
I-Robert Karpawich
1-Mark E. Kundig
1-Albert R. Letendre
1-Raymond P. Lorion
1-J. Kenneth MacGillivray
1-James P. McGrady
1-Robert C . Mercier
1-Robert C. Monahan
1-Michael L. Mulvihill
I-Thomas E. Murphy
1-John L. Orlandella
1-Arthur A. Provost
1-Paul K. Richard
1-Michael R. Rourke
1-Edmond J. Ryan
I-Richard A. St . Pierre
1-Francis S. Shorey,
I-William L. Terrio
I-Anthony G. Waitkevich

N.B.: Day-hops are in italics.

termediate debaters, along with
varsity members Leon Frigon '61
a~d Lee Morin '61,_ Assumptio_n
will have the experience that_ it
has so often lacked in the past.
Mr. Joseph E. Mondor, Blacksmith moderator, has announced
that meetings are to be held at
Bailly Hall on Mondays and Fridays at 5 :00 p.m.

I

NEXT ISSUE:
BEFORE CHRISTMAS
(WE HOPE)

Rene H. Bonneau

"Dear Students,
I want to thank you sincerely
for electing me as your representative to the Student Council.
With hard work on my part, and
your full cooperation, this year
can be a long lasting remembrance
in your future life.
The ideal set-up for this year
will be a strong emphasis on the
physical make-up of the student,
a more wholesome contact with
the social world through the organization of more dances, and a
closer union with the heavenly
13 TRANSFER TO N. Y. presence of Christ in our soul."
Thirteen former APS students
Thank you again,
are attending Our Lady of Lourdes
Rene H. Bonneau"
Seminary at Cassadaga, N. Y.
They are:

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
4-Rosendo J. Fernandez, Puerto Rico
3-Bertrand R. Lanciault 1 Venezuela
2-Robert V. Navarete, Chile
I-Michael P. Lanciault, Venezuela
I-Gabriel Diaz-Mendoza, Mexico
I-Simon 0. Mbeche, Kenya
I-Larry J . Montenegro, Nicaragua

City of WORCESTER
4-Alexander G. Belisle
4-Andrew A. Biorkman
4-Pau/ J_ Connors
4-Warren A. Eddy
4-Howard J. Gilmore
~oseph l.t. Graciano
4-Robert E. Gray
~ohn T. Haran
4-Michae, J. Hubbard
4-louis 0. Leblanc
4-Garreth M. lynch
4-Bruce K. Maillet
4-Gary J Melia
4-William W . Millett
4-louis A. Mondor
4-Lee R. Morin
4-Emile . Routhier
3-Thomas F. Bergin
3-Raymond E. Blanchette
3-Philip J. Breen
3-John J Brosnihan
3--Paul L. Courchesne
3-Peter M . Duggan
3-Raymond G. Gallant
3-Paul J . Girouard
3-Leo P. Graciano
3-Richard T. Granger
]-Robert D. Hornbaker
3-William G. Kosky
3-Ernest S. Melanson
3-Patrick A. Moran
]-Charles M. Murphy
3-Edward C. Sullivan
]-Richard T. Sullivan
3-Stanley A. Wilk

Know Your Student Council -

I. PLEASE HELP ME l'M FALLING: How
was the trip from the choir loft, Bosse?
2.

WALK, DON'T RUN: Freshmen in corridors.

3. l'M SORRY: Students' plea to monitors.
4.

THE LONELY ONE LONELY BLUE
BOY: First night at APS for freshman.

5, THE STROLL: Fr.
Rollie's room.

Gerard to Jim's and

6. THE SUNDOWNERS:
vocalists.

Our

after-supper

Stone Age
"Whether moaning from second
base or dribbling a basketball
with one hand and combing his
hair with the other . . ." These
famous words were addressed to
Beans when he graduated in 1945.
We officially call him Fr. Yvon.
In 1945 Fr. Yvon was high scorer
with 166 points. If anyone is interested in learning some basket,
ball you may see Beans anytime.
Rock and Rollers may say, "Dig
that Gaucher! Man!" as we find
out that Mr. Gerard Gaucher, date
of graduation '46, once an Assumption student, was a lover of

Now that school has started in
the real swing of things, there are
frequent inquiries as to what the
scoop around the campus is, so
here goes:
Andy Popoli '61 will be more
than happy to give anyone desiring a short haircut the name of
his barber.
Bill Powell '62 chims he can fit
a s many boys in his "TR-3" as
anyone ever stuffed in a telephone
booth. He had thirteen in it at the
St. Bernard's game.
Disturbed sleep'ers on the second and third floors inform us that
someone has set up a trans-corridor cableline and persists in tapping out mess.ages every night on
the pipes. What do you have to
say about this, F.D. and P.S . ?
I was recently approached by a
stupefied freshman and asked, "Is
it really true that Mike Hubbard's
car can break the sound barrier ? "
Library authorities inform us
that Fr. Claire was discovered replacing a book entitled "The Holy
Ghost" on the shelf for books concerning animal life.
Reports in from Fitchburg inform us that Assumption made a
clean sweep on Sunday, September
25: Assumption 12; St. Bernard's
6; and State Police, 4.
That's all for now.
Yours furtively,
Hugh Diddit
swing music. "Gauch" or "Red"
are just a few nicknames for this
present APS teacher ,w ho was
called "die-hard Republican" by
his class of '46.
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CYC SHIFTS INTO HIGH GEAR
The Catholic Youth Council, an
organization of students who care
about Assumption, is very much
accustomed to working hard for
the betterment of the student body
of the Prep.
Our Student Council has had
only two meetings but has accomplished a greta deal.
The first meeting of the 19601961 CYC was not a smashing success as far as attendance was concerned, but at least it provided
some ideas as a basis for getting
something done.
The first problem brought up
before the Student Council was
that of sickly coffee. The Council
members sought a solution to this
problem but time had to age their
ideas.
Since there were numerous seniors present at this meeting, a
suggestion to allow seniors to remain up until eleven o'clock was
considered. But since things are
more easily said than done, the
council members were given time
to think over the proposition.
The second meeting was a great
success because the CYC had the
necessary manpower to act. The

previous suggestion to make the
coffee bla ck was adopted and enforced, but the motion to allow
seniors to r emain up until eleven
o'clock was dropped because of
numerous reasons.
Money - a major problem in
any function - was discussed and
a new system of alloting it was
considered. Involved in the money
problem was t he long awaited
Senior-J unior Dance. But now the
date has ben set - November 19.
The CYC is also considering
a dance for the entire student
body, but changes in the School's
policies take time. Plans for the
annual Christmas party are also
under way.
The CYC does not just exist in
the school, but it exists for the
school. The CYC does not just belong ; it is active in school problems. It exists for your benefit ;
so, by all means, take the time to
find out ho,w it works and to work
through it if you have any suggestions concerning the school.

DO YOU JUST BELONG?
Are you an active member,
The kind that w ould be missed?
Or are y ou just content
That your name is on the list?
Do you attend the meetings
And mingle with the flock
Or do you stay at home
And criticize and knock?
Do you ever go to visit
A member that is sick?
Or leave the work to just a fewAnd talk about a "clique"?
There's quite a program s cheduled,
That I'm sure you've heard a bout.
We sure will appreciate it
If you'll come and help us out.
Think it ove r Brother,
You know right from w rong :
Are you an active member Or do y ou "just belong"?

School Spirit

DEFINED !
We've done it! We've narrowed
down the definitions of school
spirit to three:
1. A desire to give all we have

)to actively help things r un
smoothly in our school.

Welcome , Simon
Simon 0 . Mbeche, a thirteenyear-old freshman here at the
Prep, is Assumption's first African
student. He comes to America
from Nairobi, Kenya, after having
won a four-year scholarship from
Assumption. Simon is the eldest
of the eight children in his family.
His father is an accountant in
Nairobi. Simon received his primary education at various mission
schools, and then graduated to St.
Mary's High where he won the
scholarship that brought him here.
Simon's trip from Africa to the
United States was a new and fas cinating experien e. He enjoyed
his first plane trip but mentioned
that he was sick at first. He was
impressed by the buildings in New
York City ; and especially by the
subways, whch are unheard of in
Nairobi. He was also impressed
by the United Nations and the
Empire State Building.
Since the British run the schools
in Nairobi, Simon has had the opportunity to learn the English
language which accounts for his
fluent conversational abilities. He
also learned Swahili in Africa, but
neither English nor Swahili is
Simon's native tongue. The people

GLEE CLUB
The A.P.S. Glee Club this year
is under the direction of Father
Noel Colette, A.A., successor to
Mr. Raymond Gallipeau. Father
Colette will be assisted by Mr.
Roger Bourdeau of
Millbury,
brother of Father Normand Bourdeau, A.A., former A.P.S. Director
of Admissions.

2. To participate fully in school
life, to become part of the
school and to try to improve
the school.
3. Participation, interest, enthusiasm in school activities.
Which one do you like best?

HONOR ROLL
Co ntinued fr o m page I

Simon 0 . Mbeche

of Kano , the name of the suburb
of Nairobi where Simon lives,
speak Luo.
"The educated people speak
English," commented Simon.
When I asked Simon what
he thought of the Prep he
answered:
"NINAPENDA SKULi
HU." (Swahili), which translated means :
"AHERO SKUNDNI."
(Luo) , which translated
means :
"I like this school very
'much."
You'll have to give credit to
Simon. He really knows how to
pick his schools!!!
Later on in the year, the boys
will join the young ladies of the
Notre Dame Academy Glee Club,
directed by Sister Mary Patrice,
N.D., in presenting several concerts for which the schedule has
not yet been decided upon.
There are eleven seniors, fifteen
juniors, six sophomors, and eight
freshmen .
Paul Boisvert as secretary. Be-

ELECTIONS

Contin ue d from pag e I cause there are no class dues col-

unofficial results were announced
by Father Philip. However, because of a tie, the juniors were
required to recast their ballots.
Only one set of officers was
elected for each class this year
because the overlapping duties of
officers in homogeneous groups
would prevent an orderly and successful exercise of authority.
Although the freshmen were not
able to choose officers, the duties
of the class will be fulfilled by officers appointed by Father Philip,
Dean of Discipline. Charles Gareau was appointed as president,
David Cavan as vice-president, and

lected from the freshmen, no
freshman treasurer was appointed.
This year's elections were so
successful that this way of choosing class officers will probably remain in effect for years to come.
All were pleased with the way in
which the campaigning, nominating, and voting were carried out.
Heartiest congratulations are
extended to the officers along with
the .wish that they will enjoy a
successful term of office. May
t hey remember that they have
been elected by their class to lead
and help .. In .so remembering may
they do just that.
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A.R.T.S. PLANS BIG YEAR
A.R.T.S. (Assumption Reading
and Theatre Society) will offer
The Dia;ry of Anne Frank as its
winter production, on December
11, 1960 at 8:00 p .m. The play is
the famous stage adaptation of
the documentary Diary of A
Young Girl, which tells in a thirteen-year-old Jewish girl's own
words what it meant to be caught
up in the vortex of the Nazi
purge and ultimately to be shipped
off by them to a concentration
camp. As a play, Anne Frank
won all the critics' awards ih 1953
when it first appeared on Broadway with Susan Strassburg in the
title role. As a movie (shown at
the Prep on November 5) it is as
successful as it is moving.
The Prep cast features Miss
Donna Aucoin (Venerini Academy)
in the title role, with Douglas
Sutherland (Prep, '61) and Miss
Marie Macqueen (Venerini ) as
Anne's parents; Florea Calo (Venerini)
and
Alexander
Belisle
(Prep, '61) as Mrs. Van Daan and
Mr. Van Daan; Lester Scott
(Prep '62) as their son, Peter ;
and Patrick Dolan as Dussel, Rene
Bonneau (Prep '61) as Kraler,
Gregory Chabot (Prep '62) as
Hans, and Miss Diane Marchesi
as. Anne's sister, Margot, to round
out the cast.
In other A.R.T.S. activities, on
October 10, at 4:00 p.m. the members were hosts to Miss Carol
Keefe and Mr. Richard Robison
of Catholic University's traveling

FRENCH DRAMATICS PREPARES PLAY

Farther ,Gerard Mes~ier, A. A.,
has anounced that the APS French
Dramatics Club is presently preparing a play, L'Annonce Faite a
Marie (The Tidings Brought to
Mary), or, La Jeune Fille Violaine
(Violaine, the Young Girl), to be
given on the evenings of Saturday and Sunday, May 6th and 7th.
i.
This verse play is the product
of 56 years of writing and rewriting of Paul Claude! (18681955), a convert to the Catholic
Faith and one of the most widelyacclaimed poet-playwrights of our
time.
The plot is somewhat complicated, but very powerful and symbolic. Violaine, a young girl, is
Dennis A. Sa voie '63
betrothed to Jacques, with whom
Ed ward F. Tiv nan '63
she is very much in love. However,
G eorge J . Bou rret '64
Pa ul C. Daw '64
as a result of a compassionate
C harles R. Gareau '64
kiss bestowed on a poor leper,
Roger P. Ga um ond '64
Pierre, she herself becomes a
J o hn P. Hu rley '64
lepress.
Mark E. Kund ig '64
Paul N. Le Mai t re '64
Mara, her sister, .who has seen
Ra ymo nd P. Laurio n '64
the kiss and is very envious of
Robert B. Mac Donald '64
Violaine, accuses her of having
Thomas E. Murph y '64
had relations with the leper; and
Michae l F. Ha llo ra n '64
HeQry A. St. Maurice '64
when Violaine breaks out with the
disease, Jacques cannot help but
DEBATE
believe Mara's story - he sends
Con ti nu ed from page I Violaine away to suffer alone in
the hills.
U.N ., in its present charter, has
Despite her great misfortunesnot enough power to solve them.
The first negative speaker, AnThe second negative speaker,
thony Matera, denied that the Dorothy Berry, was in favor of
U.N.'s charter should be changed. remaining on the existing condiH6wever, he failed to giv~ any tions. She maintained that the
reason as to why not or any rem- power conflict in the U.N. between
edy for the present situation.
the East and the West would not
Lee Morin, second affirmative allow a practical use of the affirspeaker, then proposed a plan to mative's plan. She advocated tryincrease the U.N.'s power. He ing to effect a slow, gradual
said that the U .N. must: have change.
its presenting governing system
Although both teams were tied
changed in view of the potential in points, the afi'irmative were
disorder in the event of the death judged the better debaters.
of the Secretary-General; be made
The APS negative varsity team,
into an international court con- Richard M. Hart '61 and Edward
sisting of all nations; and be Sullivan '62, lost their debate to
given control over strategic posi- W . Boylston's affirmative team by
tions.
three points.
FIRST HONORS
Paul W . Ma rc ha nt '63
SECOND HONORS
Thomas G . Care y '6 1
Pa ul J. Connor> '6J
Josep h M. •G ra cia no '61
Roger E. La Storia '61
Char les M. Malke mus '61
Louis A . Mond o r '6 1
Marc J Ric har d '61
Kevin
No rdb erg '61
Donald R. Boula ng er '62
A. Doug las Ma t t hews '62
Ke nneth J . Moy nihan '62
Ed ward C . Sull ivan '62
Ric hard T. Su lliva n '62
Normand F. Trem bl ay '62
G eorge W . St. G eorges '62
W a lter J . Avis '63
Richard A. Fe rlan d '63
J ea n G . J a nelle '63
Dennis R. La uri e '63
Patrick M. Martowski '63

group, Players, Inc. The t wo were
in the area for a f ourteen-per formance enga gement of The
Merchant of Venice (at Clar k
University, Worcester, among 0thers) and a two-hour adaptation of
the Oresteia, the Aeschylus classic adapted originally for t he TV
show, Omnibus, and used since as
a road vehicle. After giving a
graphic account of the trials and
tribulations of road sh o,w actors,
'Miss Keefe gave a reading from
her role of Portia, and Mr. Robison gave some of his lines from
the role of Orestes.
On October 28, A.R.T.S. members participated in "shadow bqx"
and pantomime readings of "The
Yellow Hand," a tale by A.R.T.S.
member Thomas Ezzy as well as
of "The Premature B urial" and
"The Tell-Tale Heart" by Edgar
Allen Poe, all part of the annua l
Hallowe'en party entertainment.
Members participating were, Rene
Bonneau, Gregory Chabot, John
Chicoine, Patrick Dolan, Thomas
Ezzy, Claude F rechette, Richard
Ferland, George McHale, and
Douglas Sutherland.
A. R. T . S. member s are now
readying a portion of the annual
Christmas Party show. Also in
preparation are plans for our second entry in the Massachusetts
Secondary School Drama Guild
Festival, an edition of PARTS,
the club's own paper under the
editorship of Patrick Dolan, and a
field trip.

the terrible disease, the slander of
her name, and the loss of her
lover - Violaine still keeps her
good faith and offers all her hardships to Goll '\\-1th a great umility.
The ensuing story is one symbolic of the great power that sacrifice holds; through Violaine's humility and charity, many great
wonders are worked - so great ,
in fact, that one might be inclined
to consider them a little fanciful.
Yet, on second thought, are they
really?
Casting .for the play is already
under way. For two of the female
roles the Misses Constance Ledoux
and Caroline Laplante '60 (veteran
of last year's Athalie), both of
Maria Asumpta Academy in Pet ersham, Mass., have been chosen.
Another part is yet unfilled.
The three leading male parts
,w ill be held by t hree APS juniors :
Richard Charpentier, Kenneth Moynihan, and Michael Manseau. Ten
minor male characters are also t o
be chosen from the Prep's student
body.

MATH CLUB
The Assumption Prep Mat h
Club officers for this year are
Paul Connors, president; Thomas
Carey, vice-president; and John
Galigan, secretary. The first event
on the Math Club agenda is the
publication of the first issue of
the Math Journal, scheduled to
come out some time in November.

FRENCH CLUB
Co nti nu ed from pag e 3
qui interesse par-dessus tout cependant c'est bien l'etude de la
France, de son peuple et de ses
costumes.
Onzime croire que les membres
du cercle franc,ais restent fideles
a }'inspiration qui le crea il y a
des a.nnees, a savoir le desir de
mieux apprendre le franc,ais et le
gout de la culture franc,aise.
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Monks Top St. Bernies, 12-6
By G. MARA LYNCH

Front row U. to r.l: D. Proulx, H. Gilmore, F. Boutiette, J. Monahan, A. Popoli, E. Routhier, R. Laroche, J. Galigan, J. Lafleche, B. Maillet: Second row: S. Santasiere, J. DiCicco, J. Smith, D. Bouvier, P. Cormier, C. A. Fisch,
M. Boisvert, D. Kettel, P. Richards: Third row: R. St.Pierre, C. Tamason, J. Potvin, P. Velisius, T. Donnely, B. Tivnan, S. Popoli, G. Gelinas, Manager N. Trembley.

NOTRE DAME RIPS PREP
Assumption's Monks suffered a
22-8 defeat at the hands of the
powerful Notre D.ame (Fitchburg)
Crusaders at the Bernardian Bowl
in Fitchburg on Sunday, October
29.
Outclassed

70-yard skirts around the Prep's
defensive ;wall by NDF's Auger.

Team Scores
The Monks scored their only
touchdown and conversion during
the last stanza, on a halfback pass
from Laroche to Proulx. Emile
Routhier then went crashing
A first-period fumble deep in through for the extra two points.
Assumption territory set up the
Standouts among the Seven
first touchdown for the Crusaders. Mules were Bruce Maillet, Jerry
The second and third frames were Lafleche, and Howie Gilmore.
marked by two more TD's for
In this contest the Monks also
Notre Dame. These were 40 and
had three new players _ Ernie
Charland, Rene Bonneau, and
LETTER REQUIREMENTS.
Je.a n Chicoine.
FALL SPORTS

CROSS COUNTRY: The top 10
runners with the best record in
competition or upon the coach's
recommendation.

FOUR HORSEMEN
On a hot and humid early September afternoon, four confident,
well-drilled forms loomed on the
gridiron of Worcester's Athletic
field. Against a semi-veteran array
of South Colonels, these four
struck again and again into rebel

Grafton High dashed headlong
into a defensive stone wall of determined Monks, the ensuing WedA triple threat quarterback, a nesday, as Assumption held its
line crushing fullback and two final scrimmage.
territory.

speedster halfbacks garbed in
Powerhouse
blue and white attire displayed
The Horsemen maneuvered beimmense power and determination. hind an embattlement of five stalwart block busters and two greyhound racing ends.

FALL -CAPTAINS

FOOTBALL,: Must play in one
third the total number. of periods.
W INTER SPORTS

BASKETBALL: Must play in
one fourth the total numbe,r of
periods.

SPRING SPORTS

TENNIS: Must appear in one
third the number of matches.

TENNIS OUTLOOK
Prospects are bright for th e
APS tennis team this ye.a r. Mr.
Trahan, the new coach, and Gerald Guertin '61, the team captain,
are planning to lead the fifteen
other team members to a success
unparalleled in recent seasons.

BLUE KEY
Under the guidance of our newly
appointed. Athletic Director, Mr.
Charles Bibaud, a society for captains and managers is being
formed.
Strict requirements will limit
this organization to about 18
members. C:aptains-eleat and managers of the various sports will
comprise the entire membership of
the club.
Those entrants to the 'Blue Key
Society' will be given a small electric blue key, which ;will be made
of bronze. This key will then be
attached to the school blazer of
.each member. An ,official ceremony on Sports Night will 'be
built around the presentation of
this award.

A long season stretches out before our '60 gridders, a season ofThe society will have special
fering many challenges and oppor- privileges for its body and will
Turn to MONKS WIN , page 8 sponsor an event yet determined.

BASEBALL: Must play in one
third the total number of games;
except a pitcher, who must pitch
nine innings.

All letter awards are under the
coache;' recommendation. Also,
any senior who has shown exceptional determination and intelligence "although not otherwise
qualifying for a letter" will receive special consideration by the
coaches.

'To the opposition, the foursome
may be known as Death, Destruction, Famine, and Pestilence, but
to us they're Monahan, S. Popoli,
La Roche, and Routhier. Their villianous brethren in this Monk
pack are A. Popoli, Gilmore,
Smith, St. Pierre, Maillet, Boutiette, Proulx, Kettel, Cormier, and
Pinette.
Our backfield can rely on Donnelly, Gelinas, and Boisvert for
what assistance may be required.

HOCKEY: Must play in two
thirds the total number of periods.

TRACK: In a winning season,
five hundred average or above, a
meet. In a losing season below a
five hundred average, a boy must
score one point per meet.

In the . third period the Saints
took a punt and started a drive
Assumption's Monks carried off down the center of the field. Cora successful invasion of the Ber- mier and Morin moved' the ball
nardian Bowl as the new grid sea- steadily to the five.
son got under way. The 12-6 vicButch Murphy then tossed to
tory was a fitting tribute to the
excellent coaching ability of Mr. right end, Dick Gerow, for the
tally. Morin's try for the two
Ronald Goba and his staff.
points was smothered by the
LaRoche Stars
aroused Greendalers.
Deadlocked with two minutes to
The Monks racked up ten first
go in the fourth quarter, the updowns
in this, their initial contest.
start Preppers cast their lot to
the Monahan-engineered backfield. Emile Routhier played consistently
After a brief huddle the teams effective football throughout. His
lined up with set jaws .and tense gains were s o m e ti m e s made
muscles. The ball came back to through a seemingly impenetraMonahan who turned left and ble St. 1 Bernard's defensive wall.
raced for the sideline. LaRoche, a On two occasions, five tacklers had
standout tackler all afternoon, difficulty 'downing him. Monahan,
caught Jimmy's lateral and passed of course, starred brilliantly with
seventeen yards into the waiting LaRoche who threw that gamearms of Co-captain Emile Rou- winning pass. Steve Popoli played
an exceptional game donning the
thier for the score.
Monk uniform for the first time.
Bl!,ck in the second period, St.
Strong Defensive
Bernard's came deep into Assumption territory, only to held off by
Center Rod St. Pierre came
the brilliant line play of Gerald through :well and guard Fred BouLaFleche and Dave Kettell. With tiette called defensive signals
a first down on the Prep's twelve, flawlessly.
a score seemed inevitable, but the
These are the individual perhosts were unable to gain an inch.
formances, which grouped togethThe following Saturday brought er, make Winning teams. Andy
a repeat performance in Webster, Popoli and his endmate, Dave
as the magic four and their seven Proulx, displayed the effective line
mules brought devastation to the play which spelled doom for the
Saints.
Bartlett Indians.

P'rep Dazzles Marjanapolis
Assumption Prep dazzled to a
24-8 onslaught over Marianapolis
before approximately · 1,000 fans
at Rodier Field on Saturday, October 1. The Monks, led by the
fantastic ;work of co-captain Emile
They intena also to liven up the
Would anyone with any ideas Routhier, pulled quickly ahead and
hitherto dormant enthusiasm of
were never to be denied their viefor intramural athletics please tory.
the student body toward the' team
contact Mr. Charles Bibaud at
by scheduling keener competition
Tom Donnelly began the game
once? Each of your gems will re,with more and larger schools than
by kicking off to the Marianapolis
ceive careful consideration by the
twenty-five yard line. Following
before, by establishing both varAthletic Sta'ff, so don't keep them two first downs by the visitors,
sity and junior varsity divisions in
Jim Monahan intercepted a pass
to yourselves.
the team (instead of having one
on the mid-field stripe. Signal
Caller Monahan handed off to Rolcompletely unified team), and by
lntramurals are an importan't
lie LaRoche and Routhier on the
arranging a doubles tournament part of Assumption's school life- next four downs, moving the ball
for those students not on the help us to make them a huge sue- to the one-yard line. Then Monahan hit pay-dirt on what seemed
team, ,w ith trophies for the win- cess !
to be an end sweep, but cut inside
ners.
the end _to pick up blockers and
Track <I. to r.l: Ulysses Cormier '61, Norman Tremblay '61 ,
and Emile Routhier '61.

draw the first blood of the game.
The extra point attempt failed.
Assumption kicked off again
and,. following three plays, Steve
Popoli pounced on a loose ball just
before the gun ending the first
period. "Roots" carried on three
of the next four downs, gaining 31
yards and scoring Assumption's
second touchdown. Buzzy Tivnan
adequately handled the quarterback duties for the remaining minutes in the first half.
'T he second half began with
Routhier racing 50 yards ·on three
plays from scrimmage, the last a
five-yard sprint into the end zone
for his second T.D. Following the
Monk's kickoff, "Roots" made
three tackles in a row for a total
loss for the visitors of 15 yards.
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APS HARRIERS
With the latest Assumption places only the first five men
football victory, the Prep's fall would count.
athletic interest has literally rockHowever, the next runner for
eted into orbit.
the opposition ,w ould take seventh
However, it is also Cross Coun- place and receive seven points.
try time at Assumption. The team, Since he (the seventh place man)
besides having a full slate of nine is hisl team's first finisher, his next
meets, has sho;wed signs of be-' four teammates receive their
coming a well balanced group of points with respect to their finishhustling harriers.
ing position. The team whose first
five
runners turn in the lowest
New · Leaders
score is the victor.
Captained by two seniors, Norm
Athlete Builder
A. Tremblay and Butch Cormier,
Coach Dubuque has proven in
the team has, for the first time in
the School's history, a full sched- the past his ~apability as a menule of nine meets, the most one tor who builds athletes as well as
team can run in this part of the men. A graduate of APS and now
a senior at the College, "Blondie,"
state.
as he is called, surely has a promNearly forty hopefuls reported ising season ahead.
for the team but now the n umber
Great Co-operation
has slid off to about twenty-five.
We must a dmire both the coach,
Some of the more promising of
our runners are Larry Montenegro for his devoted cooperation, and
'64, Brian Cassidey '63, John Of- the Monks, who have had the
fredi '62, and a fine new freshman "guts" to stay on and help make
our coming season a pleasant one.
product, Bill Dee '64.

The Course
The running course is about t wo
to five miles in lengtl], and is
marked by different cofored flags
to indicate the various turns. For
example, a red flag indicates a left
turn, a white flag indicates a righ t
turn, and a blue flag indicates a
course straight ahead.

Viewing The Frosh
This year's Freshman Football
Jay Smith, a newcomer to the
team looks as good as any other Prep this year, played varsity unsquad of the past.
til an injury sideliried him. HowHead Coach Leslie DiCicco '61 ever, he has stayed with the grid
and his assistant have formed a sport and now coaches the "little
fi ne-looking team. The boys have Monk" backfield.

As for scoring, only the first worked hard and put all their
First Win
five men are counted for each hearts into their practices.
Assumption's apprentice gridteam. As a runner finishes, he is
Promising Outlook
ders tore through a startled Wahanded his place card which signiThe coaches fully agree that chusett frosh team for a 16-0
fies his finishing position. Even if
this is a fine group of boys, and triumph.
one team took the primary six
are a fitting representation of the
Kirvin Sharp
Freshman class.
Led by the adept signal calling
The J.V. team is comprised of of Bob Kirvin '64 and the terrific
the ~econ.d_ squad
arsity boys runnin_g of Paul Richard '64 the
A young sophomore, Buzzy Tiv- and the better Freshman players. Blue and White -;:;;arched 75 yards
nan, scored the winning touch- With some of these boys having for the opening score of the tilt.
down, as the Junior Monks gained seen action in Varsity games, the Kirvin carried the pigskin over
their first victory against Ayer J.V. team should really make a from the 9.
fine record · in their coming season.
High.
Monks Get Second
· DiCicco Sparkles
The coaches agree that some of
In
the
second quarter the "little
The crowd watched tensely as these boys will become future AsMonks" came back the other way.
John Di Cicco ran off two scores sumption football standouts.
Dom De M'Elio carried beautifully
which spelled doom for the invadThe
Staff
until
Kirvin turned the ball over
ers. DiCicco skirted end for the
A mention of thanks must sure- to Richards ;who went 55 yards for
initial touchdown of the game in
the first quarter, then zipped into ly g·o to "Les" DiCicco, Garry the tally. The conversion once
the paydirt at the second terminal. Lynch, and Jay Smith for their again was good. Coutue, a standIn the third, Tivnan got the last hard ;work after class hours to out line buckler, crunched over for
six points for Assumption after di- make Assumption a better school the two points.
recting the touchdown drive. How• in the field of sports.
Cavan Boots
ever, Ayer tore across in this periThe Chief
The
second
half was marked by
od and the fourth, shaving the
great
APS
defensiv.e
play since
Les
is
a
former
football
player
margin to 18-16.
penalties kept the Monks from
for
Assumption.
He
has
earned
his
Ayer Scores
opportunity to coach football by scoring.
The visitors sent Butch Chisolm his outstanding play in the past
'Moose' Cavan snared four passinto the end zone for the game's few years at Assumption.
es in the second half and disfinal tally in the final minutes of
played exceptional form on his
End Coach
the contest.
kick-offs.
Garry Lynch, end coach, played
Monks Statistics
What A Line!
The Prepsters racked up nine three years of varsity ball for the
Jim Ruda played a solid defenfirst downs as they dominated the Monks and was a standout defenplay. Kirvin '64 at one time led sive end in last year's triumph sive game at end and blocked
over previously once beaten Lei- nicely on the sweeps. 'Nuts' Neenthe team 26 yards in two plays.
han, Deschenes, Robo, Lanciault,
cester.
Coach Leslie DiCicco was satisand Carey sparkled both offenfied with the showing but expects
They played it as a group of sively and defensively for the "litmuch more from his young brood. real men. They left a good impres- tle Monks."
A great schedule lies ahead and sion of the school wherever they
the apprentice gridders appear went and most of all-they fought
ready.
to the end in every contest.

J.V. FOOTBALL

Sports Editorial

Are You In It?
by Frank Va las
The St. Bernard's game ;was
not only a physical but also a
moral victory. It was a moral victory in as far as there were almost 200 APSmen present at this
game backing up the team effort.

The team represents the physical capabilities of APS, but the
population of the bleachers is the
demonstration of Monk spirit. How
can a team have· a successful season without having a goal to
achieve for the benefit of the supThe next six games, however, porters as well as themselves?
displaye a mar e
wmdling in
Too many students are too inthe light of attendance. As the
crowd petered out, so did the team differ•mt too much of the time.
spirit. This cost our hard-working What's the reason? Is it the playvarsity t h r e e very important ers? the coaches? or is it the student himself?
games.
Assumption's basketball season
On the other hand, our Monks is just around the corner. If the
crashed to three big victories af- students don't back up the athletic
ter they had adjusted to the lack teams by a 100% showing, then
of interest. The four horsemen we won't have a school here but
and seven mules emerged victori- rather a boneyard composed of
ous only for the joy of a few.
dead, devegetated students.
Was the big movie or date
Our buildings will be mere monworth letting the team down? uments in a gray, dusky cemetery
Was it worth cutting off the spirit full of school spirit with a sad
case of rigor-mortis.
of the school?

SPORTS RULES
SMOKING: There will be no
smoking. The first time a boy is
caught the penalty is a warning.
The second time when the boy is
caught, the penalty is that he
must miss the next inter-scholastic game. The third time, a boy is
caught, he is off the team. The
Athletic Director and the coaches
will be especially strict.

QUITTING: A boy may dismiss
himself from a team only after
having received the consent of one
of the Deans and the Athletic Director. If the reasons are ;worthy
he will then be dismissed.
Articles of any nature necessary
TARDINESS: N O t tolerated.
for interscholastic or intramural Continued
tardiness constitutes
competition may be obtained from dismissal from the squad.

BUY !

Of the players who remained
with the team, no one can be reproached for his actions. Our
Monks played an impeccable game
from the beginning to the end and
Mr. Ronald Goba can .w ell be
showed all of Worcester that you the Sports Store (rear of gym}.
proud of his first football team.
can lose and still win.
A real group of men, these Monks
We have an abundant supply of
Every ;win, every loss, every supp orters, socks, football a n d bas•
carried the struggle valiantly to
the distant doors. Though not al- play was given the undivided ketb all shoes, g loves, b a lls, etc.
ways victorious, the Prepsters agression of our team. Be proud
ANYTHING can b e obtained in
showed a new angle to their foot- of them, Coach, and of a job well
one day.
done!
ball game.

COACH STANDS
PROUD

OUR TRACK TEAM

CLEANLINESS: A boy must
be clean of person, clothing, and
in the shower room.

TRAVEL: Back and forth as a
group of gentlemen. The group
represents the school and the city,

and thus establishes the reputation
of both in the eyes of others.
Make it, keep it, good. On trips
the dress will be shirt, tie, and
suit coat, with blazers if possible.

ELIGIBILITY: Assumption Prep
follows the Massachusetts Headmaster's Rule:
a. A sophomore or junior transfer is eligible.
b. A senior or P.G. transfer is
not eligible.
c. A boy is eligible for eight
consecutive semesters, from
the first day he enters the
Frosh class for the first time.
d. Special school rules:
Ineligible are those who
obtain:
1. Below C in deportment;
2. Below 70 in application;
3. Below 65 in courses
amounting to two full
credits.
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INTRAMURAL CORNER
FLAG fOOTBALL

ANOTHER flRST

By G. MARA LYNCH

Bibaud's Credit
The Prep's new athletic director,
Mr. Charles Bibaud, has brought
another "first" to Assumption's intramurais: This novelty is called
flag football.
New Rules
Two teams, with seven members
apiece, vie on a gridiron exactly
half the size of a normal-sized
football field. The precise measurements are 50 yards by 25.
The field is divided into two
zones. If at any time the team in
possession crosses the midfield
stripe separating the zones, a
first down is gained. This gives
each team potentially eight downs
in which to score.
The players carry colored flags
that are suspended from the waist.
A tackle occurs when a flag is
pulled out by one of the opposition. Blocking is the same as in
regulation football.
Necessity
On offense the teams must
throw in at least four men to the
line. The formation of the def nse, however, is arbitrary.
Help
Referees were rather scarce, and
Mr. Bibaud has expressed a hope
that more boys will help out by
officiating at the coming winter
intramurals.

The newly-formed flag football
league proved a huge success in
every division except the Frosh
division, where, to quote our Athletic Director, "no game was
played since no two classes could
stop smoking at the same time."
Upperclassmen
In the senior and sophomore divisions it was another story altogether. Senior A fielded a team
made up of Ron Ferris, Mike Malkemus, Phil Dumais, Ernie Charland, Rollie Bergeron, Paul Connors, and Gary Lynch. These seven came from behind in their first
game to defeat Senior B py a
20-12 score. From the time that
first T.D. was scored by "A," no
team in the division violated their
goal line. Junior B came the closest when Ed Rowsey hit Richard
Bernard in the end zone with a
long pass. The play was called
back, however, and the seniors
went on to win a 28-0 verdict.
Defense
This defense told the story
throughout the tourney: the front
line was made up of Charland,
Dumais, Ferris, .a nd Bergl!ron.
Few Passes
The seniors rolled up a rompish
106 points during the campaign.
The majority of the points came
on running plays, as the seniors
found passing too much of a gamble.
The sophs came up with a fairly
successful season also. Soph B de-

FOOTBALL
Mr. Goba, Head Coach
Mr. Goodfield, Asst. Coach
Mr. Flagg, Asst. Coach
Mr. Di Cicco, Asst. Coach
CROSS COUNTRY
Mr. Dubuque, Head Coach
BASKETBALL
Mr. Bibaud, Head Coach
Mr. Dubuque, Asst. Coach
Mr. Goba, Asst. Coach
HOCKEY
Mr. Leary, Head Coach
Bro. R. Chagnon, Asst. Coach
BASEBALL
Mr. Flagg, Head Coach
Mr. Conte, Asst. Coach
Mr. Tivnan, Asst. Coach
TRACK
Mr. Dubuque, Head Coach
TENNIS
tMr. Trahan, Head Coach
Fr. J. Robert, Asst. Coach
feated its only unbeaten opponent
in the final game and carried off
the soph circuit citation.
The third classmen, contrary to
the sage thinking . of their elders,
threw the ball more than they ran
with it. No one could come up
with an "I told you so", however,
since these fellows swept their
games like a hurricane.

FOUR HORSEMEN
Co ntinued fr om pa ge 6

~HEERLEADERS

Co-C aptains Garry Lynch and Frank Valas.

Again this year the APS student
body will be led in their encouragements to the Monks from the
bleachers by our most spirited
Prep group - the cheerleaders.
Co-Captains Garry Lynch and
Frank Valas predict that the skits
and songs of this year will far exceed in quality and originality
those of last year.
A spirited array of men, made
up of Hulbert Kenney, Peter Sullivan, Peter Shaughnessy, Rosendo
Fernandez, and L on Frigon, will
follow their two leaders through
stunts and cheers hitherto unheard
of here at the Prep.

tunities. The balance of the conflicts will be contested on foreign
soil, far from Assumption's hallowed halls. Can a mere 17 varsity
Monks, and a seemingly invincible
The microphone will once again
backfield carry the struggle sue- play a great part in the proceedcessfully to distant doors?
ings, as the cheerleaders have al-

ready come up iWith two new
songs, composed and set to rockand-roll mu sic by Co-captain
Lynch.
As for skits, the boys are progressing quite well, especially in
the way of can-can lines and "victim-cat" draggings.
Special targets of their antics
will be: St. John's Prep, St.
Mary's, Holy Name, and St.
Stephen's. Cheerleaders from these
various schools will be allowed on
the floor only three times during
the game. They may, however, direct cheers from the benches.
At all home games the Prep
yell-callers and megaphone-luggers
will command the playing area
during the quarter breaks and the
time-outs.

VARSITY ANDINTRAMURAL ,
BASKETBALL IS COMIN;G
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See You On The Court
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Assumption's Basketball Season is just around t he corner.
The Monks are getting ready .•• A re you?

